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MODULEMD

A Cloud Case Study
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THE SOLUTION
ModuleMD chose OTAVA’s dedicated private cloud for their fully managed, high availability environment that 100
percent complies with HIPAA requirements. They started with a single email server and continued to gradually
move more infrastructure until their entire production environment was at OTAVA, upgraded to a virtual private
cloud solution. OTAVA’s virtual private cloud offers the same security and performance but with no hardware
configurations and gives the client the ability to assign cloud resources as they see fit, if they wish to do so. Pinchi
said OTAVA’s highly available, HIPAA compliant architecture and close proximity was a natural fit for his company.
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“The fact that OTAVA manages all our production
infrastructure for us has helped big time,” Pinchi said.
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ModuleMD’s data storage environment is managed by
OTAVA at their Mid-Michigan and Indianapolis data

THE NEXT CHALLENGE
ModuleMD is looking to solve is reducing their data footprint while maintaining
smooth interoperability for their clients. They are currently considering using
OTAVA’s Data Protection as a Service, which would allow ModuleMD to retrieve
fresh database copies at a faster rate while reducing their storage usage.

CONCLUSION
With OTAVA, ModuleMD found a Michigan-based service provider that had the reliable infrastructure and secure,
compliant data center facilities they required. They can continue to serve their growing client base and ensure
continued data interoperability, software and other value-added services to the healthcare industry. Thanks to
OTAVA’s fully managed services, ModuleMD has seen their failure times reduced and there has been much less stress
for their IT support team as well as reduced support ticket times.

OTAVA is the Midwest’s leader in secure, compliant hybrid cloud, colocation, disaster recovery and offsite
backup services. The company’s network of five data centers protect mission critical applications to
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ensure they are always available, secure and comply with government and industry regulations. Backed by
independent HIPAA, PCI, SSAE 16, EU-US Privacy Shield, and SOC 2 audits, OTAVA delivers exceptional
experiences for companies in need of a strategic hosting partner.

